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ABSTRACT
This objective of this study was to obtain instantaneous

gas temperature measurements using a coherent anti-Stokes
Raman spectrometer (CARS) in a laboratory-scale, gas-turbine
combustor (LSGTC) with a pre-mixed, swirl-stabilized, natural
gas flame. These measurements complement PLIF
measurements of OH radical, and LDA measurements of
velocity which are presented in companion papers [1,2].  Gas
temperature measurements were obtained at each of four
operating conditions (high swirl and medium swirl at fuel
equivalence ratios of 0.80 and 0.65). Results of mean and
standard deviation measurements are included in this paper for
all four test cases. Additionally, example probably density
functions (PDF) for the gas temperature at the 40 mm, 60 mm,
and 80 mm axial locations are presented for the for the high
swirl (HS) φ  = 0.80 case (most stable flame) and the medium
swirl (MS) φ  = 0.65 case (least stable flame).  

INTRODUCTION
This study was part of a series of laser-diagnostic

experiments performed on a common combustion apparatus.
Companion studies were performed to measure gas velocities
using two-component laser Doppler anemometry (LDA) [3] and
to obtain instantaneous planar laser induced fluorescence (PLIF)
images of OH [1].  These data were obtained principally for
evaluation of comprehensive gas turbine combustion models [4-
7].  The work presented here is the result of coherent anti-
Stokes Raman spectroscopy (CARS) measurements of gas
temperature and selected species concentrations in a laboratory-
scale, gas-turbine combustor (LSGTC) with a pre-mixed, swirl-
stabilized, natural gas flame at atmospheric pressure. Operating
conditions at high swirl and medium swirl at fuel equivalence
ratios of 0.80 and 0.65 were studied. This paper reports on the
instantaneous, mean, and probability density functions (PDFs)
of CARS gas temperature measurements obtained at these four
operating conditions.

Past experience at BYU/ACERC has shown that the
modeling of combustion behavior is more accurate and proceeds

more rapidly when coupled with pertinent, foundational
experimental research. The LSGTC simulates many of the key
combustor characteristics of commercial gas turbines [8], and
provides a realistic flame where model predictions and in situ
measurements can be compared. Use of advanced optical
diagnostics has permitted multiple, non-intrusive, near-
instantaneous CARS measurements of temperature, LDA
measurements of velocity, and OH-PLIF images of flame
shape.  These experimental measurements provide insight into
the physical processes that govern the combustion processes,
provide direction to the modeling of the combustion process,
and have also provided a database suitable for model sub-code
evaluation and verification.  

The objective of this part of the experimental program was
to obtain approximately 1000 instantaneous measurements were
obtained at each of about 250 separate in situ diagnostic
locations in the combustor.  The instantaneous measurements
were analyzed to obtain mean and standard deviations at each
measurement location.

COMBUSTOR TEST FACILITY
The combustion facility used for this study is the same as

that used by Hedman and coworkers [1-2, 9-11].  Pyper [12]
constructed the laboratory-scale gas turbine test facility, and
assisted Warren and Hedman [11] in installing a single Stokes
CARS (coherent anti-Stokes Raman Spectrometer) instrument.
This CARS instrument was used to make temperature
measurements on a practical non-premixed fuel injector from
and aircraft jet engine that had been provided by Pratt Whitney
Aircraft Company [8] and Wright Patterson Air Force Base
[13].  Schmidt and Hedman [14] incorporated a premixed
injector and used the burner to make CARS temperature and
LDA velocity measurements on a premixed propane/air flame.
The facility was further modified for this study to allow
investigation of a premixed natural gas/air flame

The LSGTC, illustrated in Figure 1, was designed to
reproduce the characteristics found in a modern annular
combustor [8].  The combustion chamber consists of a four-
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sided chamber with metal fillets in the corners to more nearly
simulate an axisymmetric combustor while maintaining
adequate optical access.  Each of the four walls can be either a
metal plate or a quartz window, depending on the optical access
required.

    

The premixed swirl injector, illustrated in Figure 2, was
located in the center of the combustion chamber base.  The
injector consisted of a stainless steel tube with a honeycombed
brass insert.  The brass insert served to smooth the flow as well
as provide a flame arrestor in case of flashback in the premixed
fuel air mixture.  Inserts were installed in the injector to
provide different magnitudes of swirl to the inlet flow.  The
swirler inserts were placed above the brass honeycomb and
secured by a threaded post that anchored the swirler to the brass
honeycomb.  A cap with an 18-mm hole in the center and
beveled walls was placed on the top of the steel tube to coalesce
the swirling flow at the injector exit.  This cap made the burner
operate successfully.  

Figure 2 also shows a schematic of the two swirl inserts
used in this study.  The swirl inserts are labeled HS and MS to
coincide with the 60 and 45-degree slot angles.  The swirl
number (SN) is a non-dimensional number that ratios the axial
flux of tangential momentum to the axial flux of axial
momentum times the equivalent nozzle radius [15].  A swirl
number close to zero (SN << 1) means the axial momentum is
very large compared to the tangential momentum, whereas a

very large swirl number (SN >> 1) indicates that the axial
momentum is small compared to the tangential momentum.

Fuel flow to the burner was measured with a variable area
flow meter and is reported in slpm (1 atm, 70 _F).  Varying
the upstream pressure to a choked flow nozzle controlled the
airflow to the burner.  The diameter of the choked flow nozzle
used for this study was 0.1485 in. and provided airflow rates
from 250 to 1000 slpm depending on upstream pressure.
Uniform mixing of gaseous fuel and air was assured by: the
length of the tube from the mixing point to the burner; by a jet
mixer in the feed system; and by the honeycomb flame arrestor.
The airflow rate for the four test conditions used in this study
was 500 slpm.  The stoichiometric ratio was varied by
adjusting the flow rate of the natural gas to the injector.

GAS TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENTS
Boyack and Hedman [16] set up a dual Stokes CARS

instrument in the BYU Optics Laboratory and used that
instrument to measure gas temperature and species
concentrations (O2, CO2, and CO) in a CO/air diffusion flame.
Following Boyack's study, Hedman and Warren [10] set up a
single Stokes CARS instrument on the LSGTC and used the
instrument to obtain gas temperature measurements in a
gaseous propane fueled, non-premixed, practical combustor.
Schmidt and Hedman [14] used the single Stokes instrument to
make CARS temperature measurements on a premixed
propane/air flame.  These studies provided the initial starting
point for the current CARS system. Haslam and Hedman [17]
and Dawson and Hedman [18] modified the single Stokes
system (only suited for temperature measurements) to include
dual pyromethene dyes in a single Stokes CARS system.  The
dual dye allowed the Stokes frequencies of CO2, O2, CO, and
N2 to be simultaneously excited permitting simultaneous
measurement of gas temperature and concentration of CO2, O2,
and CO to be made. Dawson and Hedman [18] and Flores and
Hedman [19] used the modified system to make preliminary
temperature and species concentration measurements in a
premixed natural gas flame.  Flores [20] has made further
modifications to the CARS and used the refined system to
make the measurements reported in this paper.  A subsequent
paper that details the concentration measurements is planned.  

A simplified figure that illustrates the theoretical aspects of
CARS is shown in Figure 5.  Coherent anti-Stokes
spectroscopy (CARS) is based on Raman scattering of high
energy, coherent, laser beams.  In general, a pump beam is split
into two beams of equal intensity, and crossed with a Stokes
beam that is tuned to the particular Raman resonance for the
species being probed (e.g. 2331 cm-1 for N2 and 2143 cm-1 for
CO).  Non-linear wave mixing occurs in the diagnostic volume
where the three probe beams cross, and a fourth beam is
generated at the anti-Stokes frequency for the species being
probed.  The anti-Stokes spectra contain information that relates
to gas temperature and species concentration.  The non-linear
wave mixing is a vector process, and the laser like anti-Stokes
signal leaves the diagnostic volume in a prescribed direction
that depends on the vector angles of the pump and Stokes
beams.  Since the signal is laser like, it can be focused
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into a spectrometer for analysis.  A detailed discussion of
CARS theory and application can be found in Eckbreth [21].

The BYU CARS instrument, shown schematically in
Figure 6 as installed on the LSGTC, uses a frequency doubled
ND:Yag laser (532 nm) to supply the two pump beams.  A
portion of the 532 nm laser energy is split off and used to
provide the excitation of the Stokes laser.  The broad band,
dual pyromethene dye laser (pyromethene 597 and 650 from
Exciton) is used to simultaneously excite the Raman
frequencies of N2, CO, O2, and CO2.  The spectrometer used in
this study was patterned after the one used by Eckbreth at
UTRC [22, 23].  The diagnostic volume had a 200 µm waist
and a 1 mm length.  The spectra were imaged onto the
intensified photodiode array (IPDA) of an EG&G PARC
1421B camera, and recorded to a computer via an EG&G OMA
model 1461.  The specific characteristics of the IPDA and
OMA system were determined by Boyack [23].  Gas
temperatures were determined from the N2 CARS spectra using
the FTCARS code [24] from SANDIA National Laboratories
with modified input and output interfaces.  Spectra that were
too noisy or that could not be fit well with the FTCARS code
were discarded.  Flores [20] conducted temperature calibration
measurements on air in an electrically heated tube furnace
equipped with a Type K thermocouple and a digital readout.
Measurements in the range of 300 K to 1000 K resulted in an
average error of 30 K and standard deviations of 50 K. Accuracy
of the temperature measurements at higher temperatures is
thought to be within the usual ± 50 K generally assumed for
the CARS technique.  The diagnostic volume had a 200 µm
waist and a 1 mm length.  Additional details of the
instrumentation and calibration are given by Flores [19, 20].
This study used the N2 anti-Stokes spectra to deduce the gas
temperatures presented herein.  A subsequent paper is planned
to present the gas concentrations results determined form the
CO, O2, and CO2 spectra.  

Figure 7 presents the iso-contour mean gas temperature
maps for the four cases tested in this study (HS and MS and φ
= 0.65 and 0.80).  Figure 7(a) presents the results for the MS φ
= 0.65 (least stable flame) case and Figure 7(d) presents the
results for the HS φ  = 0.80 (most stable flame) case.
Comparison of these two figures shows the broadest effect of
both swirl level, and stoichiometry.  The definition of stability
used here is in regards to flame extinction rather than the
amount of turbulent fluctuations present.  The MS φ  = 0.65
(least stable flame) case was quite unstable, and the visible
flame would move from a flame attached to the injector inlet to
a flame that was lifted up into the combustion chamber.  The
mean temperature map doesn't show this effect because of the
averaging involved.  The average temperature contours do show
a flame that is higher in the combustion chamber when
compared to the HS φ  = 0.80 (most stable flame) case.  The
peak temperature of the MS φ  = 0.65 (least stable flame) case
was also lower (1449 K versus 1648 K) than the HS φ  = 0.80
case.

Comparison of Figures 7(a) and 7(b) or Figures 7(c) and
7(d) show that the increased heat release associated with the
higher fuel equivalence ratio (0.80 versus 0.65) had the effect of
increasing flame stability causing the vortex core to be closer to

the injector inlet.  The increased heat release also causes a
significant increase in the peak flame temperature.  

The effect of swirl on flame structure can be seen by
comparing Figures 7(a) and 7(c) or Figures 7(b) and 7(d).  The
higher swirl level has increased flame stability as evidenced by:
1) the location of the flame vortex (high swirl moves the vortex
closer to the injector), and 2) the higher peak flame
temperatures associated with the higher swirl level (1550 K
versus 1449 K for the φ  = 0.65 cases, and 1648 K versus
1603 K for the φ  = 0.80 cases).

Recirculation zones play a major role in stabilizing a
turbulent, premixed natural gas combustor.  Hedman and
coworkers [1,2] showed that gas moving down into the ignition
zone and radially towards the axial centerline improved the
stability of the flame.  The intensity of the recirculation zones
was based on how well the recirculation zones moved hot gases
to the middle of the combustion chamber and down into the
ignition zone.  The vortex structures shown in the gas
temperature maps are consistent with the previous observations
of OH-PLIF images, and the similar iso-velocity contours
shown in the companion studies mentioned above.

The analysis of the approximately 1000 instantaneous gas
temperature measurements obtained at each in situ measurement
location in the flame zone allowed statistical investigation into
the turbulent character of the flame to be made.  Standard
deviations for the gas temperatures were calculated at each
location in the combustion chamber and iso-contour plots of
standard deviation (σT) temperature are shown in Figure 8 for
all four test cases.  The actual values of σT were normalized by
the local mean temperature, and the normalized standard
deviation results are presented as percent.  This treatment is
analogous to that done with fluctuating velocity data to
determine a local turbulent intensity.   Maximum and
minimum mean temperatures are also included in Figure 8.

The effects of swirl level, and stoichiometry on gas
temperature fluctuations are apparent in these maps.  The effect
of swirl level on flame structure and stability can be obtained
by comparing Figures 8(a) and 8(c) or Figures 8(b) and 8(d).  In
general, the peak normalized σT temperature level is close to the
same for all four cases. Within the flame, the highest levels
follow the high velocity shear zone that separates the central
recirculation zone with the side recirculation zone.  This is
consistent with the velocity observations made in a companion
study [2].  In the velocity study, the highest values of σT

correlated directly with the high velocity channel that was
associated with the vortex flow.  Past studies have suggested
that a large standard deviation correlated with high turbulence
regions [10,14]. In this study, the largest normalized standard
deviation temperatures also occurred in the same location as the
largest mean velocity measurements [2].  

The effect of stoichiometry on flame structure and stability
can be obtained by comparing Figures 8(a) and 8(b) or Figures
8(c) and 8(d).  In general, the higher heat release associated with
the φ  = 0.80 cases resulted in: 1) a reduction of the size of the
highly fluctuating  zone, and 2) a movement of that zone closer
to the injector inlet.
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Probability distribution functions (PDFs) have been used
to describe the characteristics of the fluctuating temperature.
Figures 9 and 10 show examples of gas temperature PDFs at
axial locations of 40 mm, 60 mm, and of 80 mm and radial
positions from the centerline to a 30 mm radial location for the
MS φ  = 0.65 and HS φ  = 0.80 cases.  Additional PDF results
are included in the dissertation by Flores [20]. Labeled on the
PDF are: the axial position, radial position, mean gas
temperature (K), standard deviation temperature (K), and
normalized standard deviation temperature (%).  

In Figure 9, the PDFs generally do not exhibit a Gaussian
distribution.  The distribution in a single identifiable zone
(central recirculation zone or side recirculation zone) seems to
follow a beta distribution.  As with the velocity distributions
[2], the distributions that bridged the two recirculation zones
tended to have a bimodal PDF.  Comparison of Figure 9
distributions E and F (40 mm) show that these two PDF
distributions are clearly on opposite sides of the boundary
between the central and side recirculation zones.  At a higher
position (80 mm), distributions M, N, and O all show a wide
distribution that has a bimodal character.  This suggests that in
the higher part of the flame, there was a significant side to side
fluctuation, even though the normalized standard deviation was
not large, that shifted the side and central recirculation zones
back and forth across the diagnostic locations.  

Figure 10 presents similar PDF results for the HS φ  =
0.80 case.  Since the vortex is more coalesced near the injector
for the HS φ  = 0.80 case, the bimodal character is easier to
identify.  Attention is drawn to locations A and B (40 mm)
where there is a bimodal character to the PDF distribution even
though these locations are near the centerline.  Locations C, D,
and E (also at 40 mm) reflect  distributions in the high velocity
region where cooler un-reacted gases are being brought into the
combustion chamber.  Location F shows a bimodal character,
but seems to be dominated by a higher temperature region
associated with the side recirculation zone.  The distributions at
locations G, H, and I (60 mm) are dominated by a high
temperature zone associated with the central recirculation zone.
However, at locations J, K, and L (also at 60 mm), the
distributions have the bimodal character associated with
components form both the central and side recirculation zones.
Higher in the burner (80 mm) the distributions are nearly
Gaussian in shape, and of nearly the same magnitude.  This
suggests that for this test condition, the combustion was nearly
complete and near uniform flow had been achieved.  In Figure 9
at this 80 mm location, the mean temperatures showed greater
variation with radius, and were much below the final peak
temperature in the burner.  The PDF observations support the
conclusion of strong shear layers in the combustion chamber
with bimodal distributions across the shear layer between the
central and side recirculation zones.

CONCLUSIONS
The general objective of this study was to gain insight into

the flow structure of a turbulent, swirling, premixed natural
gas/air combustor by obtaining specific in situ temperature
data.  A combustion chamber that reproduces the characteristics
found in a modern annular gas turbine combustor was used to

investigate the characteristics of a premixed natural gas/air
flame using CARS at four operating conditions (HS and MS at
φ  = 0.65 and 0.80).  A dual dye, single Stokes CARS system
was developed and successfully used to collect spectral data on
N2, CO, O2 and CO2.  The N2 data were used to make about
1000 instantaneous gas temperature measurements at each of
about 250 in situ locations in the premixed natural gas burner
for each of the four test conditions.  

Photographic, video recordings, and PLIF images of OH
and velocity maps all showed a wide variation in flame shape
for different combinations of swirl number and fuel equivalence
ratio.  The variations in flame shapes are primarily a result of
the effect of the swirl intensity and fuel equivalence ratio on the
flow field, with the magnitude of the airflow rate being of
secondary importance.  The CARS gas temperature
measurements confirmed these observations.  Operation at φ  =
0.80 produced the most stable flames (with respect to flame
extinction) with both HS and MS injectors. The flame with the
HS injector was more coalesced and closer to the injector than
with the MS injector. At φ   = 0.65, the flame was quite
unstable for both swirl injectors. With the MS injector, the
flame would oscillate between two different flame structures,
one that was more or less attached to the vortex funnel, and one
that was lifted well above the vortex funnel. The MS case at φ
= 0.65 was at the very edge of the lean flammability limit, and
would on occasion extinguish.  The mean temperature contours
for the MS φ  = 0.65 show a flame that is higher in the
combustion chamber when compared to the HS φ  = 0.80 (most
stable flame) case.  The peak temperature of the MS φ  = 0.65
(least stable flame) case was also lower (1449 K versus 1648
K).  The higher swirl level has increased flame stability and
moved the location of the flame vortex (high swirl closer to
injector) and caused higher peak flame temperatures with the
higher swirl level (1550 K versus 1449 K for the φ  = 0.65
cases, and 1648 K versus 1603 K for the φ  = 0.80 cases).
Recirculation zones play a major role in stabilizing a turbulent,
premixed natural gas combustor. The vortex structures shown
in the gas temperature maps are consistent with the previous
observations of OH-PLIF images, and the similar iso-velocity
contours shown in the companion studies.

The highest levels of normalized standard deviations in
temperature follow the high velocity shear zone that separates
the central recirculation zone with the side recirculation zone.
This is consistent with the velocity observations made in a
companion study [2].  The higher heat release associated with
the φ  = 0.80 cases resulted in a reduction of the size of the
highly fluctuating  zone, and a movement of that zone closer to
the injector inlet.

Probability distribution functions (PDFs) have been used
to describe the characteristics of the fluctuating temperature.
The PDFs generally don't have a Gaussian distribution for the
MS φ  = 0.65 case.  The distribution in a single identifiable
zone (central recirculation zone or side recirculation zone) has a
beta distribution.  The distributions that bridged the two
recirculation zones had bimodal PDFs.

The vortex is more coalesced near the injector for the HS φ
= 0.80 case, and the bimodal distribution more pronounced.
Higher in the burner (80 mm) the distributions are nearly
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Gaussian in shape, and of nearly the same magnitude.  This
suggests that the combustion was nearly complete for this test
condition and that near uniform flow had been achieved.  This
was not true for the 80 mm MS φ = 0.65 case where the mean
temperatures showed greater variation with radius, and were
much below the final peak temperature in the burner.  The
PDFs observations support the conclusion of strong shear
layers in the combustion chamber with bimodal distributions
across the shear layer between the central and side recirculation
zones.
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